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The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has recently announced that the upcoming
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of differentiating the new features from the previous ones, this manual will be referring
to them under HTML5.
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION TO HTML5

HTML5: Why is it needed?
“The highest-profile benefits of HTML5 and CSS3 involve improved support for time-based

media. Flash is no longer required to embed video, audio, or animation in web pages. Video
streamed with HTML5 works just as well.
Other improvements of interest to web developers include a more logical and flexible markup
language and numerous programming features designed explicitly to support the
requirements of high-performance web applications. Such features include cross-domain
messaging, a rich package of APIs for manipulating the DOM, and support for offline
applications.
Enhancements for designers include embeddable fonts and text styling, enabling more precise
control over type across all browsers and operating systems, and other graphic improvements
related to color, formatting, and image handling.
In short, HTML5 and CSS3 have dramatically reduced the user experience gap between purely
web-based applications and modern desktop applications. The standards have been embraced
by a new generation of browser software on all sorts of devices. Another generation of
browser technologies is stimulating innovation at all levels. Major strides in both
programming and graphic capabilities have led many companies, most visibly Apple and
Google, to invest heavily in HTML5, CSS3, and related “pure browser” technologies as the
wave of the future.
Browser-Based Development for Mobile Apps
Combined with HTML5 and CSS3, the JavaScript application paradigm allows developers to
write browser-based applications for any screen size. Because such applications are based on
standards, they work consistently across all modern browsers. Although a mobile application
needs to be designed appropriately for touch-based interfaces, most application code can be
re-used across desktop, tablet, and phone form factors.
The same development tools and environment can be deployed across the board, from an
iPod Touch to Internet Explorer on the desktop, and the same code will run on Android, iOS, or
Blackberry. The resulting web apps can even be wrapped for deployment through native app
stores for iOS or Android. By consolidating development efforts, enterprises can achieve
significant cost savings and improved time to market in the fast-paced mobile world.
“
(Source: http://www.sencha.com/files/misc/Sencha-WP-Web-Applications-Come-of-Age.pdf )
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HTML5 Elements: What’s new and who’s in the family?
Many of the features that make HTML5 one of the most talked about updates to
HTML4.01 are in collaboration with CSS3 and JavaScript. That is, HTML5 only gives the
content structure and JavaScript provides behavior whereas CSS3 does some seriously
good styling. So, CSS3 and JavaScript are a part of the family.
For instance, you can build a DJ mixer table app where you show several controls to
fade and mix audio tracks. Canvas lets you read pixel data from videos so you could
add a video visualizer with a scene selection feature and, on top of that, use SVG
filters a la Photoshop to distort the movie while the videos are playing.

HTML5 Trivia
The first major widespread app to run on HTML5 was Google Wave
What’s new?
 Semantic Markup
 Native Audio and Video
 Making Graphics: Canvas
 Offline Storage
 Enhance communication with the Server
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STRUCTURING PAGES IS NOW EASIER

HTML 5 comes with new semantic elements which makes
<div> almost obsolete in terms of structuring pages.
(Using <div id=”abc”></div> was not uniform across codes as different developers
used different classes.)

Structural semantic elements:
HTML5 comes with new elements which identify the common constructs in a regular
page, which was earlier difficult as the structure of a page wasn’t very easily discernable.

 <section>

A thematic grouping of text or elements together may be referred to as a section.
Examples include a chapter of a book or a section of a chapter. It can also be anything
with a heading of its own in HTML4.
A Web site's home page could be split into sections for an introduction, news items,
contact information.
However, when syndicated elements are to be used, the use the <article> tag is
encouraged.

 <header>

It can be used to provide heading to a section or a page. <header> is not the same as
<head>.

 <footer>

Footers represent the finer points of documents. Citations, sources or signatures(in an
email).

 <nav>

Enables more semantic markup and gives extra structure as it provides the functionality to
group together a bunch of links to other pages for easier navigation which will help screen
readers.

 <article>

A standalone independent entity like a blogpost or a magazine article.
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Block Semantic Elements:
 <aside>

Any object or text in a page which goes tangentially to the sequential flow of the rest of
the content on the page is coded with <aside>. Examples include tips, tricks and/or
trivia.

 <figure>

A block-level image with a caption is a figure element.

 <dialogue>

It is used to represent dialogue between people.

Inline Semantic Elements:
 <time>

The time element represents either a time on a 24 hour clock, or a precise date in the
proleptic Gregorian calendar, optionally with a time and a time-zone offset.

 <mark>

The mark element represents a run of text in one document marked or highlighted for
reference purposes.

 <meter>

It is used to code elements like amount, percentage or grade. It helps web pages recognize
such entities. Each <meter> element can have about six properties include max, min,
average etc.

 <progress>

It helps in representing the status of an object or activity. For, example Download status.
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Google Rich Snippets
Search engine optimization has been enhanced by Google Rich Snippets. Google provides
labels for structuring the content on your website so that it is comprehensive when being
crawled during a search. The content on the page can be labeled as reviews, profiles,
product listing, videos and event etc. using RDFas and Microformats. The marked up
content is referred to as entities and each entity has a certain number of properties.
Marking texts with RDFas is easy, only a basic working knowledge of HTML is required.
For example, using RDFas you can markup people profiles which when crawled by google
will be immediately displayed in appropriate results.
Google has everything that you need for marking up your text, in webmaster tools. Click
here for more.
To Learn more about RDFas, Microformats and sample codes, click here.
To read upon Search Engine Optimization, click here.

Resources
To get a better handle on how to use the new semantic elements, there are some really
good resources out there for sample codes which properly show the working for all the
new structural elements introduced with HTML5.
Click here and here for going through working codes for all the new structural elements
and how to place them in an existing HTML4 webpage.

5
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Chapter
REDEFINED FORMS

Forms in HTML5: Improved and efficient
HTML5 provides a standardized, simple way to implement features. One of the biggest
advantages of HTML5 forms is inbuilt client side validation. In HTML4, client-side
validation for inputs like phone numbers, email addresses and dates is done by using
JavaScript, but it is easy to get around that by disabling the script in your browser. Such a
possibility is ruled out in forms created by HTML5.
HTML5 forms improve on HTML 4 forms through the addition of the following 13 new
types of input controls:


datetime (global date-and-time input)



datetime-local (local date-and-time input)



date (date)



month (year-and-month input)



time (time input)



week (year-and-week input)



number (number input)



range (imprecise number input)



email (email address input)



url (URL input)



search (search field)



tel (telephone-number input)



color (color-well control)
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Note:
Since the new HTML5 form features are not completely supported in all browsers,
browsers that don’t recognise a certain type will fall back to text type. So, in the meantime
client-side validation via JavaScript can be layered on.
To check for bowser support, refer to Appendix I.

Resources
HTML5 forms, although still not supported completely across browsers are easy to
implement and are redefining the way forms are implemented on websites. The 13
new types of data get rid of bulky coding by cleanly recognising different types of
inputs.
To get more clarity and working knowledge of the new form features including their
codes, click here and oh, here too.
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HTML5:
AUDIO AND VIDEO

Audio in HTML5: Long due upgrade.
The <audio> element introduced in HTML5 allows audio playback to be done natively.
But, the HTML5 audio controls are pretty basic in style. However, HTML5 comes with
an API which let you interact with the player and formcustom buttons and player
functions and style them using CSS.
The <audio> element comes with five attributes:






srcspecifies the path to source of the audio file to be played.
autoplayis a Boolean type ofattribute which specifies whether the

audio will play without

user initiation or not.
preloadinforms the browser how much data to load.
loopis a Boolean attribute specifying whether the source audio file should play in a loop
or not.
controlsis a Boolean attribute specifying whether the browser should display its default
media controls or not.

Reading Materials:
Start by reading this article to get into experimenting audio, HTML5 style.
For more codes and examples, click here.
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Free HTML5 audio players
 Jplayer

Jplayer is completely free and open source audio and video HTML5 player. It supports all
major audio formats (mp3, ogg, WebM, mp4, flv, wav) across all major browsers in both
Windows and iOS. It is also supported in Android and Blackberry OS. You can
customize to give it any look you want. An example of an audio player powered by Jplayer
is Zen Audio Player which is available on github.

 Boombox

Available under creative commons licence, boombox enables you to create a clean, simple
HTML5 audio player that works on all modern browsers.
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Video in HTML5: Can we bid flash farewell?
<video>element

allows developers to include video directly in their pages without the
need for any plugin-based solution. So, we can stop criticising the lack of flash in apple
devices as the future of flash, native video embedding, is here.
Here is an article by opera explaining the new <video> element. For another tutorial on
using this element, click here and for a demo, click here.












VideoJS

HTML5 Video Players

This is a clean, simple and lightweight open source HTML5 video player. Contains forced
fallback to flash when in case of an unsupported source or destination (uses Video for
Everybody).

J-Media Element
LeanBack Player

It is an HTML5 player with consistent look b/w all browsers, has flash fallbacks and
supports subtitles.Its free to use.

Media Element JS

It not only offers a fallback, but it offers a new and improved fallback. Instead of offering
a regular flash player in browsers that do not support HTML5, it upgrades them with
custom flash and Silverlight so that it comes close to the look and feel of the player in
HTML5 supported browsers.

Sublime Video
A high quality player which is very easy to use and setup. One factor that might
deter you: It is not free.
JW Player

A very good open source player if you want to make money out of your videos as this
player supports ads (Google's AdSense for Video, ScanScoutetc). You can customize and
change the skin as per your website’s look. Supports all formats that a flash player or an
HTML5 browser can play (FLV, H.264, MP4, VP8, WebM, MP3, AAC, JPG, PNG and
GIF).

Not happy with either of the suggestions given above?
Click here to learn how to create a customised HTML5 video player using CSS and Jquery.
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Additional Reading Resources on Audio and Video in HTML5
W3C Spec: Audio Element
This W3C specification defines the audio element with all the available methods,
attributes and events.
W3C Spec: Video Element
This W3C specification defines the video element with all the available methods,
attributes and events.
W3C Spec: Media Elements
This W3C specification defines those methods and properties which are common to both
audio and video elements.
WhatWG: Timed Track API
A subset of the media element spec currently being written where it defines means to
handle metadata of audio/video files such as captions and subtitles.
Mozilla Wiki: Audio Data API
Draft recommendation for Audio Data API where methods are defined to read and write
spectrum data of audio files.

11
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THE
CANVAS ELEMENT
(WITH CSS3 AND JAVASCRIPT)

Canvas
Using the <canvas> element and JavaScript, it is possible to draw graphics on a web page.
A canvas is a space on a web page where 2D graphics can be designed and changed easily.
It gives JavaScript programmers absolute control of colours, vectors and pixels on the
screen making everything customizable, from text to video. Combination of canvas with
CSS3 and JQuery has resulted in some high quality and highly stylized graphics, user
interfaces, games, presentations, applications and picture-viewers.
Click here for a basic Canvas tutorial. Here you will learn to draw basic shapes in canvas
and color fills.
Combine <canvas> element with <video> element and you can manipulate videos. Here
is how you can do that.
Canvas element also takes under it transitions and animations. Doodle.js is a JavaScript
library for canvas animations.

Text in Canvas

The canvas element gives programmers full reign to customize text on their websites. A
variety of text effects including but not limited to shadows, stripes, colours, swirls in your
content can be added.
Click here to learn how.

Picture Galleries

Canvas lets you filter images at the webpage. Here’s how.Learn here to apply the tilt-shift
effect.
Also, for adding multiple images to canvas, it is better to a Canvas image loader.
Demos and tutorials:


Be a Star website and flickr feature flowing pictures. Here is how you can create
the same picture galleries.

here.

A simple HTML5 picture gallery with a picture checkerboard page can be found
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Image Transistions: Tiled 3D

Graphics and games in canvas

Canvas is also extensively used in creating HTML5 games. Check out a few demos first:


Asteroids is an open source full-fledged canvas game available which is supported
by all major browsers including IE9.



Galactic plunder is a shooting game without any flash involved!



All the old games like Pacman, Mario, Tetris can all be found in their HTML5
avatar over here.

To start with the basics of game development in HTML5, click here and here.
For more comprehensive game development tutorials, visit this.
ImpactJS
Impactjs is a JavaScript game engine that allows you to create high quality HTML5
Games. Games created with ImpactJS work on most mobile devices.

Presentations
Rich presentations can be created with canvas and CSS3. However, not all CSS3 features
are supported by all browsers. So, check for compatibility first.
Examples of presentations created in html5:
 Example one


Example two : A 3d slideshow



Example three



Picture Slideshow
Here is a tutorial to make attractive presentations using HTML5.
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Three.JS

Three.js is a JavaScript Library which renders 3D modelling with webGL, canvas and
SVG. Here is good place to start with three.js.
Mr.doob also provides the library here at github.

Some more cool Canvas Demos


The Wilderness downtown is an interactive movie which is built in HTML5



Canvas has some very unbelievable presence all over the internet. Here are 100 of
brilliant canvas demos.



Kevin Roast has developed some brilliant applications and pages with canvas.
Click here to view them.

Additional Resources
For programmers who are already experimenting with canvas, click here to learn how to
improve canvas usage on your page and here to learn how to incorporate canvas in your
webapp. There is no end to canvas demos online. Here is another list.
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WEB STORAGE

HTML5 allows user’s browser to store 5MB (configurable per domain) of data per
domain for local storage.
There are two new objects for storing data on the client:



localStorage - stores data with no expiration date
sessionStorage - stores data for one session

Local Storage is intended to be used for storing and retrieving data in html pages
from the same domain. The data can be retrieved from all the windows in the
same domain even if the browser is restarted.
The Session Storage is the other Web Storage option and the data is available only
in the window it was stored in and is lost when the browser window is closed.
The API for using this feature is called the ‘Web Storage API’.
Although the specification is still in W3C draft status, all major browsers support
it already.
Examples of using web storage
 Storing the data for an online to-do list (then pushing to the server
in intervals instead of in real-time).


Saving products that the user places in his shopping cart.

The data can be made available between page requests, multiple browser
tabs, and also between browser sessions.
Your apps can actually be used offline completely using localStorage. Data
can then be sent and stored server-side when the user is online again.
Even images can be stored in strings using Base64 encoding.
For the official w3c document on Web storage, click here
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START PLAYING

There is no better way to learn HTML5 than to start playing with its elements. Refer to
each chapter for particular tutorial and go through the extensive reading material given
below to start experimenting and learning.
To standardize pages with HTML5, make sure to change the doc type to HTML5
This is the HTML5 doctype:
<!DOCTYPE html>

Additional reading and help:



HTML5 Rocks
Collection of Tutorials



HTML5 Boiler Plate
A really good HTML5 base template for styled websites.



320 and Up.
320 and Up is an extension to the HTML5 boilerplate which uses the “tiny screen first”
approach. This is based on building the CSS for small screens and then progressively adding
and overriding CSS rules for larger screen resolutions.



CSS3 Please
Allows us to define a CSS3 style and then be able to copy the full cross-browser style rules.
Time saver.



Sprite Cow
Tool for creating the css rules.
By selecting different sprites from a single image.



http://hacks.mozilla.org/category/html5/
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The best way to get familiar with HTML5 is actually using the elements.
For that you can tweak existing open codes for HTML5 apps and webpages.
So, here are several open source HTML5 and CSS3 demos:



https://demos.mozilla.org/



http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/





http://studio.html5rocks.com/
http://html5demos.com/
http://www.1stwebdesigner.com/freebies/html5-demos/ (Do check)
http://html5gallery.com/
http://html5watch.tumblr.com/
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Worldwide Browser usage
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Image courtesy: www.Techspot.com
Statistics from: http://marketshare.hitslink.com/
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Browser Support:

Feature Supports for various browsers and their different versions for CSS3 and HTML5 are
frequently updated at Canuiseand at http://www.findmebyip.com/litmus

http://www.html5accessibility.com

Even with these stats available, there might be some browser issues. So, the best way to
check out small compatibilities is either by playing around with the code and for bigger
compatibility issues use Modernizr.

Modernizr: the feature-detection library for HTML5 and
CSS3
Download the latest version of Modernizr from:
www.modernizr.com

To use it, include the following <script> element at the top of your page:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Dive Into HTML5</title>
<scriptsrc="modernizr.min.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
...
</body>
</html>

Help with Modernizr:
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/taking-advantage-of-html5-and-css3-with-modernizr/

Hacking IE with Javascript:
There is a site called HTML5Doctor which provides the perfect fix. They wrote a bit of
Javascript, which if included in your <head> will force IE to ‘see’ the following
HTML5 elements:
<article>, <aside>, <audio>, <bb>, <canvas>, <datagrid>, <datalist>, <details>,
<dialog>, <eventsource>, <figure>, <footer>, <header>, <hgroup>, <mark>, <menu>,
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<meter>, <nav>, <output>, progress>, <section>, <time>, and last but not least
<video>.
http://html5doctor.com/how-to-get-html5-working-in-ie-and-firefox-2/

Several Polyfills are up for features not supported:
https://github.com/Modernizr/Modernizr/wiki/HTML5-Cross-browser-Polyfills
http://updates.html5rocks.com/2011/07/HTML5-Libraries-Pollyfills---Mid-July
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About
Atlogys Technical Consulting

Who are we?

A group of Ex-gooogle, Ex-Carnegie Mellon and Ex-IIT computer scientists
who are super passionate about technology.
What We Do?
We act as your CTO (Chief Technology Officer) to take full ownership of your
technology.

Atlogys is an IT consulting company comprising of extremely passionate and
technically sound computer scientists and software engineers from Google,
Carnegie Mellon and IIT.
We believe that the process of offshore software development is inefficient and
expensive for the end customer. Our goal is to enhance this process by

making it TURNKEY, RELIABLE AND HASSLE-FREE.
We do this by working for you as your CTO.

We provide detailed and personalized techno-business strategy on your product
 We do detailed architecture design for your application  We manage the
complete offshore lifecycle and delivery of your software project with your
development vendor We Offer an extra Engineering Eye for Detail to ensure
your product is 360 degree complete with respect to performance, security,
scalability.
Engage us on your next software masterpiece … so you can focus
on your business while we handle all of your software!
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